
SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER
A�emblies this 
month

Theme of the Month
RESPECT

W/C 4th September: Headteacher’s message
W/C  11th September: Anti Bullying
W/C  18th September: What is respect?
W/C  25th September: Resolving conflict

F�m Focus:
5th September - The focus for students this week was on respect and the meaning 
that surrounds the word. 

11th September - Students this week watched a clip on Anti Bullying and discussed the
 messages around this. 

18th September - This week students read a poem all about the importance of 
respect. 
25th September - This week students watched two video clips all around the topic of 
conflict.

The

Birkenhead Park
School

M�hs
Students have been learning about the importance of discussing their working out with each 
other and explaining how they answered their questions to one another to develop learning
techniques. 

Year 7s have been learning about the history of decimals and base 10.

When working with numbers, students have been looking at the statistics of historical 
buildings, such as the Eiffel Tower.

Working with percentages, students have been comparing best buys, sale prices and 
comparing interest rates on loans and credit cards.

Investigating about formulas, students have been looking at the BMI of different celebrities, 
their professions and their healthy eating habits.

When looking at tessellation and polygons, students studied the work of MC Escher, a 
famous artist whose pieces involve repeating patterns.
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Theme of the Month
RESPECT

English
 “And above all watch with glittering eyes the whole world 
around you because the greatest secrets are hidden in the 
most unlikely places. Those who don’t 
believe in magic will never find it.” Roald Dahl

The

Birkenhead Park
School

Roald Dahl would have been 101 this month and, as one of Britain’s most celebrated children’s 
authors, The Birkenhead Park School wanted to mark this special occassion. Year 7 students were 
asked to find the magic in an unlikely place: a pile of junk! 

The Year 7 students had to read an extract from a Roald Dahl book and use their imaginations to 
find the magic in an unlikely place and they really stepped up to the challenge! Working in teams 
of five they showed exceptional positivity, ambition, resilience and thoughtfulness creating some 
superb models. Each team then had to nominate a spokesperson to explain their model to Mr Mee 
who acted as head judge and all of this had to be achieved in just one hour. 

The winning model ‘Miss Trunchbull’ from ‘Matilda’ made from a variety of junk was truly amazing 
and the five students who created this masterpiece won a Roald Dahl book and variety of 
Birkenhead Park School goodies. All of the students who took part received a certificate. 

Hist�y
History students have been exploring the topic of black civil rights and the 
treatment of black people in History.

They have also been looking at the use of the church and non-violent protest 
to get support and be able to vote.

This topic has also lead onto dissusions about important leaders in History 
such as Martin Luther King and Malcolm X. 

Science
Year 9 students have been learning about drugs 
and health in Science. They have been using the 
information from their research to warn people of 
the dangers of drinking alcohol. 
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